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New York City Interior Designer to Host Marin 
Design Awards 
VANGUARD PROPERTIES ANNOUNCES DREW MCGUKIN AS THE MASTER OF CEREMONIES  
 
Mill Valley, California | Thursday May 4, 2017  

 
Mill Valley, CA, May 4, 2017 - Vanguard Properties has announced that Drew McGukin, Manhattan interior 
designer, will officiate at the 2017 Marin Design Awards to be held on Thursday, May 18th from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m. 
at the Mill Valley Community Center.  
  
Drew McGukin is known in New York design circles for delivering a touch of the ‘unexpected,’ combined with 
beautiful textures and bold patterns that vibrate with the perfect amount of sophistication, warmth, innovation, 
style and approachability. The New York Chapter of the International Furnishings and Design Association [IFDA] 
named Drew a ‘Rising Star’ in 2012; Departures Magazine has included Drew as a member of its Home Design 
Council since 2014; and Houzz.com, the leading online platform for home remodeling and design, continues to 
honor Drew with its “Best of Houzz” distinction in design for driving extraordinary online traffic through his 
online portfolio. 
  
"We are thrilled to have Drew join us for our inaugural awards shows,” said Kevin Patsel, manager of Vanguard 
Properties in Marin and producer of the Marin Design Awards. "To have one of the top designers in NYC 
recognize the significance and importance of the Marin design community is a nice nod to the creativity and 
innovation that is flowing in Marin County." 
  
"I love coming to the Bay Area and, in particular, to Marin County, where there exists a casual elegance that 
blends the amazing outdoors—the redwoods and the Bay—with a style that is uniquely its own," said Drew 
McGukin. "I find Marin both funky and sophisticated at the same time. I love that juxtaposition... you just can't 
make up that kind of design aesthetic." 
  
The Marin Design Awards welcomes all Marin County residents who understand the importance of good 
design. Mix and mingle with designers in the categories of fashion, landscape design, interior design, 
architecture, home decor and floral design. 12 awards will be presented at the evening event, which includes 
cocktails, hors d'oeuvres, goody bags and a fashion show presented by 7 on Locust featuring nominated fashion 
designers. 
  
Tickets are $50 when purchased in advance online and $75 at the door.  Visit www.MarinDesginAwards.com to 
purchase tickets. Proceeds benefit Home for Home, an organization that builds homes for families in need in 



Guatemala.  
  
Drew McGukin Interiors is established as a professional firm delivering a level of expertise that is not only 
innovative, but also classically trained. His offices are located in Chelsea and the team is currently working on 
projects in and around Manhattan, the Hamptons, North Carolina and the West Coast. 
  
Vanguard Properties believes that good design is essential to the home buying and selling process.  Since its 
founding in 1986, Vanguard Properties has generated nearly $10 Billion dollars in real estate sales, and has 
achieved a reputation for its uniquely fresh and exciting approach to buying and selling homes. With offices 
located in San Francisco, Marin, and Sonoma counties and Palm Springs, it provides its 400+ agents with one of 
the most comprehensive and technically advanced marketing, advertising and PR programs in the real estate 
industry. 
  
 
 

 

 
	


